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The MultiStim ECO nerve stimulator was developed primarily as a Dual Guidance

Simplified for optimal functionality

With its comprehensive functions, the MultiStim SENSOR can be used for both

stimulation device, however, it can also be used for stimulation-supported

Compact and easy to use

exclusive nerve stimulation and Dual Guidance. Due to the wide range of ad-

puncture techniques. The easy-to-use, compact device has been optimised by

Cost-effective

justment options for the stimulation parameters, the device can also be used for

E asily selectable
stimulation parameters

With the MultiStim SWITCH, stimulation is possible using either a needle or a
stimulating catheter. By simply pressing a button, the needle stimulation can

 ptional percutaneous
O
stimulation

be changed to catheter stimulation. The procedure of stimulation-supported

integrating the most frequently used functions and parameters. This makes

patients with polyneuropathies. By using an optional monopolar stimulation

handling faster and simpler and the device more cost-effective.

handle, percutaneous nerve localisation can be performed to determine the

cabling. The additional impedance measurement function integrated in the

The needle can be connected directly to the device with no additional patient

puncture site for the needle in a patient-friendly manner. By simply pressing

MultiStim SWITCH allows the identification of intraneural or intravascular

cables required.

a button, switching from percutaneous to subcutaneous stimulation via needle

needle misplacements and therefore contributes to increased patient safety.

1,2

catheter placement can thus be carried out without interruptions or new

 easurement of tissue resistance
M
allows for additional position control
E asily switch between needle and
catheter stimulation

is possible.
Optional: disposable
extension cable*

Optional:
now available
with adaptable
patient cable

N EW

Clamp adapter for electrode

Stimulation needle direct connection
(SonoPlex needle)
Fixation directly on the patient:
adhesive electrode underneath
the device with a snap-on button
connection

Connection for
stimulation needle
Clamp adapter
for electrode

Connector for
stimulable catheter

Connector for
stimulation needle

Connects directly to needle
without patient lead

* Disposable extension cable also suitable for
MultiStim SENSOR and MultiStim SWITCH.
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